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Cheating objects are fulfilled but
not aspirations.....

India has been earmarked by the Global Society as a
country of majority of hungry people. World Economic
Forum met at Davos in January last has accredited our
country, where un-equality is growing in fastest pace. Let
us examine the contribution of our tall talker Prime
Minister and his Hindu Brigade in this wretched economy
of our country. Off late, we have noted in news media
that our Government is going to pump money to Banks to
save these financial institutions from bankruptcy. How
they have arrived on the verge of bankruptcy? It has been
revealed that Non Performing Assets of Indian Banks has
touched the level of Rupees Ten Lakh crore. Let us write
the figure numerically i.e. Rs. 10,000,000,000,000/- . We,
the common people, are unable to estimate quantum of
such huge corpus. The amount is almost equal to $154
Billion, more clearly it is almost equivalent to GDP of 137
countries. Amount is not in its static phase. It is being
escalated by the courtesy of Modi-Jaietly duo. In first
year of Modi regime, bad debt of Indian Bank’s in
December 2014 was Rs. 2.61 Lakh crore. With elapse of
two years time of ACHHE DIN, in December, 2016 the
figure shot to Rs. 6.97 lakh crore.  In March, 2017 average
bad loans of public sector Banks was 70% of Indian
Banking system. It stood on 75% of their net worth.

Who are the lenders? Only top 10 business groups
are to repay Rs. 5 lakh crore. Do not they have ability to
pay? Obviously they have. That is why Banks have
earmarked them as WILFUL DEFAULTERS. Former
Reserve Bank Governor Raghuram Rajan along with
Supreme Court of India tried to insist the banks to adopt
needful steps towards recovery. Rajan disagreed
Demonetisation proposal of Modi-Amit-Arun trio.
Necessity became expedient to replace Raghuram Rajan
with Yes-man Urjit Patel. His Master’s Voice was
implemented through 60 Reserve Bank directives in 6
weeks after 8th November, 2016 the day of Demonetisation
pressing economy of the whole country into deep coma
in the name of Black Money exposure. Subsequent
directives of Reserve Bank, PF and other Authorities
curtailed the rights of toiling people of the country. Earlier,
lender Bank used to decide whether the borrower will be
accused in the bankruptcy court. Now, Reserve Bank,
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the regulator has taken up the role. It directed lender
banks to take 12 accounts directly to bankruptcy court.
These 12 accounts are those concerns 25% of the total
bad loans of the country. Object is crystal clear.
Avenues created towards swallowing public money by
the bosom friends of ruling party at Delhi. Barriers one
after another are being created for common men to
access their money in bank accounts on discrimination
between rural and urban citizens, minimum balance,
and number of transactions and so on. All these are to
cover the shortfall of bankers from loot of friends and
sycophants of Modi.

Natural resources like Coal, Gas, solar and Hydro-
electric potential are recklessly transferred to private profit
mongers, while public sector assets are sold at throw
away prices or at no cost. What quantum of financial
benefit was attempted to siphon to Adani, Ambani, Tata,
Jindal is hard to be assessed. All Acts, rules, regulations
are designed to cheat economically lowest level of
consumers. Electricity Act, 2003 was passed to convert
supply of electricity from service of socio-economic
development to market driven commodity, which curbed
the right of rural people for access to electricity. Electricity
(Amendment) Bill, 2014 tabled in the Parliament has
proposed to split distribution business into carriage and
content. If we fail to resist, it will result into cost of
Electricity to sky level for the common people of the
country. Avenue of profit from the revenue potential high
end consumers will be kept open for the business
community, while state owned Discoms will be compelled
to supply left out poor domestic consumers, who are to
pay high cost of supply averting cross subsidy.

We understand that, when Draft Electricity Bill, 2000
was proposed, cumulative loss of all SEBs through five
decades was Rs. 26,000 crore. While Electricity Act 2003
was passed in the Parliament by Atal Behari Bajpai let
NDA Government, tall talks of efficiency, competition and

reduction of cost of supply was trumpeted. Now 14
years after implementation of Electricity Act 2003,
accumulated loss of all Discoms is going to touch
Rupees Five lakh crores, while cost of supply to poor
consumers shoot to 5 to 10 times across the country.

We have gone through the events of series of
assassinations of Narendra Dhabolkar, M M Kulburgi,
Govind Pansare, Gauri Lankesh due to their open thought
and undaunted expression of opinion. Police cases are
not solved. Assassinators are untraced. Another journalist
Paranjay Guhathakurata, Editor of eminent Socio
Economic journal ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY
wrote in two issues of the magazine to unveil the cheating
process in the sphere of Energy. How cost of coal
imported by Adani escalated through deep sea sale
towards sucking more money from sale of electricity
generated in their Power Plants. Guhathakurata was
compelled to resign. Guhathakurta wrote a book in 2014
on KG Gas Basin Scam Titled “Gas Wars: Crony
Capitalism and the Ambanis”. Reliance moved to Court
with defamation suit and prayed the book be proscribed.
The matter is still pending before the Supreme Court of
India.

UDAY (UJJWAL DISCOM ASSURANCE YOJANA)
did not assure the consumers cheaper electricity. It
assured rapid escalation of tariff. SAUBHAGYA (SAHAJ
BIJLEE HAR GHAR YOJANA) may enable electricity
connection with public exchequer in the name of Modi or
Deen Dayal Upadhyay but no guarantee of affordable tariff
for the poor people.

Voice of Electricity Workers urges the Electricity
workers, employees and engineers and their organisations
to unveil the methods of cheating the people of India in
the name of benefit. Workers will mobilise en mass before
parliament on 9, 10 & 11 November against this fraud &
Cheat government. Electricity workers must be in the front
of the march.

Observe Karl Marx Birth Bi-centenary
& Centenary of Great October Revolution

Throughout the year in all levels of the organisation.
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8TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

The 8th Conference of EEFI, the most vibrant federation
of Electricity Employees’ of India, was held on and from
18th August, 2017 to 20th August, 2017 with great incitement
and ended with a grand success in the historical city of
Telengana, the newly formed state in our country.

The venue was at Sundarayya Vignana Kendram,
situated at Bhaglingam Pally of the city. The institution
was established in memory of comrade P. Sundaryya
the legendary fighter of Telengana armed struggle and
leading communist leader in our country. The dais of the
conference was named as Murari Bose Manch and the
city was named as Habibulla Nagar to pay homage to our
two veteran leaders of our organisation, served EEFI as
working Committee member from inception of the
Federation till death.

The newly formed organisation of Electricity workers
of Telengana has organised the conference keeping its
tradition and status with full respect.

The administration of Telengana State Government
was not at all co-operative. There are so many obstructions
created by the administration as regards any campaign,
pasting posters, erecting hoarding and even hanging chain
flag on the roadside too. In spite
of this the electricity workers
have done lot with grandeur as
per as possible for them
considering the prevailing
situation.

The other organisation in the
city, workers, social workers,
many individuals have extended
their co-operation to make the
conference a success. About
389 delegates from 22 states and
15 fraternal delegates have
gathered in the city to attend the
conference. They began to arrive
from 17th. The arrangements for
accommodation, fooding,
transportation from railway
station or Airport to their place of
accommodation – all were well
managed in spite of their lack of

A brief  Report on 8th National Conference

previous experience of arranging a big conference.
Moreover the untiring activities of volunteers to make the
delegates free from inconvenience and to make the
conference successful were charming and praise worthy.

The conference started on 18th right at 10 AM with
flag hoisting by our President K O Habeeb amidst sky
breaking slogan and melody of songs. All the leaders
present placed floral tribute to martyrs.

All the delegates and distinguished guests were
gathered in the hall to attend the inaugural programme at
10 AM. Com Chukka Ramaiah, great warrior of Telengana
armed struggle, ex-MLC and eminent educationist
welcomed the delegates and all the participants with his
valued inspiring speech. He was also felicitated by EEFI
leadership.  The conference was formally inaugurated by
Com. K K Hemlatha, President of CITU. She in her delivery
strongly criticised the anti worker – anti people activities
of the present Central Government, headed by Narendra
Modi of BJP led by RSS. She states that this Government
is very aggressively, introducing the Neo liberal policy
conducted by USA, in our country which is a threat to our
working people and entire society. This Government is
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completely in favour of corporates and multinationals and
helping them for unprecedented loot by changing the
constitutional rights of working people which they have
earned by struggle for long long years. Government has
already changed the Labour Laws to – suppress the trade
union movements. Along with attack of all corners in our
life they are playing cards of communalism and divisive
activities among people of India. These are making division
among the people of India and creating a smooth way for
establishing neo liberal policy. So it is very urgent and
essential for the working people of our country to be united
and engaged themselves for united struggle against this
system. She also calls the EEFI and its constituents to
come forward to implement the decisions adopted by the
National Convention of workers held at Delhi on 8th August,
2017. This struggle will have to be developed in such a
magnitude that the Government will have to opt either to
change their anti people policies or to quit.

Inaugural session was attended by all national level
fraternal organisations like All India Power Engineers’
Federation, All India Federation of Electricity Employees,
All India Powermen’s Federation and other organisation
associated to National Co-ordination Committee of
Electricity Employees & Engineers (NCCOEEE).

After a short break, delegate session started. This
session was presided over by a presidium headed by
Com. K O Habeed. Before placing of General Secretary’s

report different committees were formed to conduct the
conference smoothly and total timings of discussion of
General Secretary’s report were finalised. It was decided
that conference would discuss the report in two division
of session. In the first session only organisation, industry
and movement would be discussed. In the second session
discussion would be only on “Equal Wage for Equal Work”
mainly related to workers engaged through contractors,
outsource agencies.

More than 700 minutes time was allotted for the
delegates for two sessions of discussion. After this the
General Secretary’s report was placed by our General
Secretary Prasanta Nandi Chowdhury. In his delivery he
stressed upon three major points covered in the report.
Firstly, the anti-people policy of the Government, which
debars people in general to access to Energy specifically
Electricity in affordable price was vehemently criticised.
All the facilities towards lower income group, farmers,
rural people are being snatched away day by day.

Secondly, 50% of the installed capacity of Generation
is left unutilised. The total capacity of Generation at
present is 3,29,230 MW but highest demand in the country
is 1,55,573 MW. Actually there is no scope for any
generation higher than this peak demand. The fanfare of
Modi Government about “Shining India”, Economic growth
of India is completely a hoax. Thirdly major portion of
Power industry was under Government sector in India –

even at least 15 years back. Now
private sector has been given
access by the Government and
Power sector has been captured by
corporate sector in India at present.
They have been permitted by the
Government for extreme profit and
thus power has become out of touch
for general people of India. There
are so many scams, corruption are
coming out from the private
entrepreneurs in Electricity field
which we have to combat for the
interest of our country. Again
another danger is being cropped up
in the field of thermal plants.
Government is going to take
decision for 175 GW renewable
Energy for greening the grid which
is a death warrant for thermal plant
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as well as coal industry and employees of those areas.

Government of India’s claim for UDAY scheme is
nothing but a shifting of burden from Centre to State and
no benefits for cost reduction has been passed on the
consumers. Electricity (Amendment) Bill, 2014 is posing
threat to consumers of rural area. If the Bill is enacted
and distribution business is split into carriage and content
profit mongers will rush for the revenue potential urban

area, scope of cross subsidy will be eliminated. Rural
consumer will be burdened immediately.

35 delegates from 22 states have discussed on
Secretary’s report according to their own experience and
struggle. They all have supported the report, appreciated
the detail information given in the report and deep analysis
of our movements, organisations and the way to proceed
further.

The conference in its second session discussed over
the issue of Equal Wage for Equal Work within the ambit
of Laws of the land and dictum of Supreme Court. General
Secretary further clarified the subject and stressed upon
the facts that fresh recruitment is being averted and more
and more contractor labours are being engaged at a wage
rate, which is far below than that of permanent workers.
Two specific resolutions on implementation on Equal
Wage for Equal Work, formulation and implementation of

specific schedule for Electricity workers have been
proposed in the conference for discussion. The action
plan will start from submission of memorandum to
Chairman of Electricity utilities on 25th October, 2017.
Subsequently submission of memorandum with
demonstration to different higher authorities at the level
of division, district will be resorted to next phase of action
which will start through submission of memorandum to
Chief Minister and Prime Minister at state capital. Mass
petition will be sent to Hon’ble Chief Justice of respective

High Court and Supreme Court too. If any positive
response does not come from the authorities the workers
have no other alternative but take the path of strike on 1st

August, 2018. 24 delegates from different states and
unions thoroughly discussed on the issue of Equal Pay
for Equal Work and the detail of action plan. They
expressed their experiences and movement also and
whole-heartedly support the resolution Equal Pay for Equal
Work and the action plan totally. After General Secretary’s
reply to the discussion made by delegates in two sessions,
conference adopted the General Secretary’s report, report
of Treasurer and Audited accounts. Conference adopted
12 resolutions also. Some of them are - on communal
and divisive forces, on increasing unemployment, on in
favour of workers peasants alliances, on two hundred
years of Karl Marx celebration, on right to Energy as a
human right, on centenary of October Revolution
celebration etc.
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Com. Tapan Sen General Secretary of CITU attended
the conference from the very beginning and greeted the
conference on 20th August after having a detail reports
from the delegates. He mentioned that Electricity
Federation at present has become a large federation which
had been formed by our late President Com. Balanandan.
All over India in 22 states its affiliated unions are fighting
and organising electricity workers. He also welcomed the
decision of the conference on call of their nation-wide
struggle to protect and achieve further the rights and
interest of working class as well as Electricity at affordable
price for the people of our country.

He appreciated various aspects dealt in the report
and asked the delegates to use the
information, packed in the report as a tool
and weapon of struggle.

He stressed upon strengthening the
organisational work. His advice was to
go to the worker. Meet each worker. Give
a deep attention to their inconveniencies.
Listen to them with patience, create a
bridge with them and then you find your
issues of struggle. He adds-

“This will make your organisation
bigger and workers will have trust on your
organisation”, he in his speech
appreciated our decision on Delhi-dharna,
(Maha Pada at Delhi) on and from 9th to
11th November. Whole day and night the
Electricity workers will join in a massive
way and they will observe one day as
their own. This struggle will be an
initiative to teach the Government the
result of ignoring people, after sitting in
the port folios of union Ministry.

The Neo-liberal economic policy persued by Modi
Government very aggressively has thrown the socio-
economic condition of India in a dangerous path. Moreover
RSS led Central Government are committed to fulfil their
Hindutwabadi communal task. This heinous activities will
make our unity divided. Our struggle against Neo-liberal
policy of the Government would be weaker. Unity of the
worker should be maintained at any cost. We should
organise our worker in a manner so that they can
understand that fight against Neo-liberal policy and fight
against communalism is altogether same and not two
different movement. Therefore resistance against both
these attacks is our historical responsibility.

In fine, he greeted the Reception Committee, untiring
volunteers and workers and people of Secendrabad whose
help made the conference a grand success.

The delegates of the conference greeted him also
with big claps.

The conference elected Working Committee of 90
members. 25 Office Bearers were elected. Com. K O
Habeeb was elected as President, Com. Swades Debroye
as Working President, Com. Prasanta Nandi Chowdhury
as General Secretary and S S Subramanian as Treasurer.

In the mids of the conference our Working President
Swades Devroye delivered a few words as regards our

organisation, movement and
consciousness about new situation.

He mentioned some of our
weakness in building our organisation
which has to be corrected. To build up
struggle on different issues our inertia,
slow movement has to be changed.

We should be catious about the new
situation in India under the rule of RSS
led Modi Government. Our struggle for
democracy, struggle against autocracy
of BJP Government and its anti people
policies should be organised with a
continuous effort. United struggle is very
essential and our attention should be
deeper and deeper in this field.

Com. K O Habeeb in his concluding
Presidential speech appreciated the
spirit of the comrades of Telengana and

greeted them for successful completion of the conference.
He also greeted leaders and members of CITU as well as
people of Telengana and the organisation who came
forward to make the conference successful.

Veteron EEFI leaders Com Nisha Roy, Devender
Huda, M S Muwaha, B. Jayshree, Dipak Roy Chowdhury,
Jiban Aich who relinquished their responsibility was
felicitated on behalf of new leadership of EEFI. President
K O Habeeb felicitated reception Committee through Com
N. Kiran and R. Sudhabhaskar for commendable
performance towards holding the conference.

Conference ended with international song sung by all
of the delegates.
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Action Programme on demands of Workers in the
Electricity Generation Transmission and Distribution
(Contract/Casual/Outsourced/Franchised & Regular
workers) as adopted
Conference had a special session on 19th August for
development of Action Plan through discussion on
demands of Electricity Workers engaged in Generation,
Transmission and Distribution through contract / casual /
outsourced / franchisee including specific demands of
regular workers. During this session Resolutions on
“Implement Equal Wage and Benefits for Equal Work”
and on “Formulation and Implementation of Specific
Schedule for Electricity Workers within the Ambit of
Minimum Wages Act, 1948” were moved.

After presentation of above two resolutions, General
Secretary proposed an Action Plan inviting suggestion
for development of long drawn movement to achieve the
goal of regularization of workers engaged in various
irregular ways like casual, contract, outsourced,
franchised and many other forms and means. EEFI
conducted a survey throughout the country on contract /
casual workers in Electricity Industry 5 years ago. State
and industry wise struggle on the issue of the contractor
workers in perennial nature of jobs were resorted to. A
National Convention on the demands of contract workers
was organized at Delhi on 31st August, 2012.

It has been mentioned in the report that  EEFI Working
Committee from its meeting held on 23rd July, 2016
decided that series of campaign will be planned with the
target of converting campaign into agitation towards
culminating END CONTRACTORISATION DAY ON 25TH

OCTOBER, 2016. All EEFI affiliates and associates
submitted Memorandum to the head of utilities. As a
matter of fact and coincidence that on the day next i.e
26th October, 2016 Hon’ble Supreme Court passed an order
in a long pending case to direct the employers as well
Government to implement the “EQUAL WAGE FOR
EQUAL WORK” as per direction of Constitution of India
as well existing Labour Laws. Off course, our struggle
has obtained support of Apex Court. But we also
understand that employers will not easily accept this
direction, as they have so long defied the conditions of

Action Programme Resolved in the Conference

License issued within the provisions of the Contract
Labour (Regulation and Abolition Act), 1970 and rules
thereof.

On the part of EEFI Centre, full Text of the 102 Page
Apex Court order was collected   and copy was circulated
to all organisations, Office Bearers and Working
Committee members of EEFI par e-mail on 29th October
with guidance as follows:

“You have noted through Press News the Supreme
Court Judgement Dated 26/10/2016 on Civil Appeal No.
213 of 2013 in the matter of State of Punjab & others Vs.
Jagjit Singh & Others. Hon’ble Jagdish Singh Khehar, J
and Hon’ble S A Bobde, J has passed a mandatory order
upon the employers towards payment of Equal Pay for
Equal Work to all the Casual / Contractual / Temporary
workers. Equal word has been amply clarified and stressed
that Eqaul means equal to regular employees of the
employer concerned. In order to dispel the bureaucratic
ambiguity Apex Court has prescribed that at least lowest
Scale of Pay should be paid to all these categories of
workers.

Copy of the voluminous 102 Page order is attached
hereto for your perusal and submission of memorandum
enclosing the copy of the order to heads of all power
utilities, wherever there are contract / casual / temporary
workers. 

You might have noted that EEFI observed END
CONTRACTORISATION DAY ON 25th October.
Incidentally the Supreme Court Order has been issued
next day.We shall have to translate in into reality. Contract
System in regular job must end if the employers are to
pay equal pay for all the workers.

All our organisations and their lower level units will
submit the memorandum addressed to the head of the
power util ity through local officers. State level
memorandum should be submitted by 4th November to
create immense pressure to the Power Companies.”

Some of the union submitted the demand on EQUAL
WAGE FOR EQUAL WORK on the backdrop of Supreme
Court Judgment but copies have not been endorsed to
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EEFI Centre. Weakness on the part of our organisations
was observed. This weakness should be averted in future.

In the course of advancing the movement, EEFI
organised a National Convention  on EQUAL WAGE FOR
EQUAL WORK at Delhi on 27th April,2017. On the same
day, an EEFI delegation led by Com Tapan Sen, MP met
Labour Secretary, Government of India and handed over
a memorandum addressed to Labour Minister along with
a copy of the adopted Resolution. Chief Labour
Commissioner (Central) has started conciliation upon the
dispute. First meeting was held on 23rd May in his office
chamber. All Central sector Power Utilities has been asked
to submit detailed report on compliance by CPSUs, status
of Contract workers with List of Contractors, Nos. of
workers engaged by them with nature and category of
jobs assigned to them, Rate of wages and benefits for
the contract workers and Nos. of regular Workers of each
and every establishments of the Central Power Utilities.
The next conciliation meeting was decided after one month
but not yet scheduled. We have sent reminder.

General Secretary explained the importance of
documentation on struggle of the workers. The struggle
has various forms. When the workers are organizing rally
the strength of the mobilization is important. But after
submission of memorandum to appropriate authority,
copies of the memorandum are to be transmitted to the
higher levels of the organization, so that the State and
National body of the organization may put forward the
demand to all constitutional authorities to impress upon
them the gravity of the situation. Capitalist media do not
focus on the fomentation and grievance of the workers.
Hence, presentation of documents is very much essential.
On completion of different phases of struggle sometimes,
we may seek intervention of National and International
Authorities looking into the interest of the workers. All
these intervention, besides legal struggle require
documents. Hence, documentation is very much
important. The action plan proposed has emphasized
transmission of documents up to EEFI National Centre.

After presentation of the General Secretary, 24
delegates took part in the discussion and affirmed their
determination to go ahead on the path of struggle. Decision
arrived upon :

1. Draft memorandum will be prepared by EEFI
Centre. Besides the common demands of Contract/
Casual/Outsourced/Franchised workers, vital issues

related to regular workers of the utility concerned should
be included in the memorandum.

2. National Demand Day will be observed on 25th

October 2017 all over the country through submission of
Memorandum Addressed to the Chairman of the Electricity
Organisation/Company/Corporation with mobilization of
workers at Sub-division level.

Copies of Memorandum are to be sent to:

(A) Labour Department of Appropriate

government

at the local level.

(B) Union’s State Centre

(C) EEFI, National Centre at Delhi (Signed

copy should be sent by post in addition to

E-mail).

3. Division level Demonstration with

mobilization of Workers’ on 7th December, 2017

Memorandum to be submitted addressed to

Chairman of the power sector utility.

Copies of Memorandum to be sent to:

A) Labour Department of Appropriate government

at the local level.

B) Union’s State Centre.

C) EEFI, Delhi (Signed copy by post in addition

to E-mail).

4. District/Circle level Demonstration will be

organized on 10th January, 2018

copies of Memorandum to be sent to:

A) Labour Department of Appropriate government

at the District level.

B) Union’s State Centre

C) EEFI, National Centre at Delhi (Signed copy

should be sent by post in addition to E-mail).

5. Public Contact (Jan Sampark) with other mass
organisation from February 2018
All these Programme should be in association
with other mass organization. All other National
Federations of Electricity Workers and Employees
will be approached for their involvement in the
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movement.

Campaign Material :
Circulation of Hand Bill/Poster, Banner with
the Demands of Electricity workers & as well
consumers. Exposing Govt’s obnoxious
relation with Adani - Ambani, Tata – Goenka
& Private Power Sector organization. Objects
of Electricity (Amendment) Bill, 2014
Main content will be prepared and circulated from
EEFI Centre. Those are to be translated into local
languages for wide circulation among peoples of
all walks of life.
Mass signature campaign in support of our
movement against National Energy / Electricity
Policy, Electricity (Amendment) Bill, 2014 as well
opposing exploitation of Electricity workers and
transfer of Energy Resources to profit monger
private companies. Text of the petition addressed
to Hon’ble Chief Justice of High Court and Hon’ble
Chief Justice of Supreme Court will be prepared
and sent by EEFI National Centre. Translation
and printing in local languages should be done
by the State concerned.

6.   15th March, 2018
State level Demonstration Memorandum
Addressed to Chief Minister of the State copies
to
A) Prime Minister
B) Labour Department of Appropriate government

at the state or central level.
C) Union’s State Centre
D) EEFI, National Centre at Delhi (Signed copy
should be sent by post in addition to E-mail)

7. 1st/2nd  May, 2018 ( Sub Division/Division/State
level, as decided by the Union)
Memorandum to Prime Minister :
Copy to Chief Minister of the State Copies of
Memorandum to be sent to:
A) Labour Department of Appropriate government
at the state level.
B) Union’s State Centre.
C) EEFI, National Centre at Delhi (Signed copy
should be sent by post in addition to E-mail).

8. 1st June, 2018 ( Sub Division/Division/State level,
as decided by the Union)
Appeal to Chief Justice of the High Court and
Supreme Court through Demonstration at local
level. Copies of petition signed by people and
Electricity workers addressed to Chief Justice
concerned will be deposited by the State /
National leaders to Registrar of High Court and
Supreme Court.

9. 15th June, 2018
Notice of cease work on 1st August 2018 will be
submitted by the unions concerned. Text will be
prepared and sent from EEFI Centre.

10. National level Cease works on 1st August 2018.
Review & Decision on further intensive Action

Stop Privatisation of PSUs
Stop contact work, equal pay and benefits to all
contract workers
No ceiling for Bonus, ESI, PF, increase gratuity
No pro- employer amendment to labour laws
Compulsory registration of trade unions within 45
days
NO FDI in Railways, Defence and Insurance

ELECTRICITY WORKERS PREPARED TO MAKE SUCCESS
MAHA PADAV BEFORE PARLIAMENT BETWEEN 9 & 11 NOVEMBER

12 POINT CHARTER OF DEMANDS

Arrest Price Rise, universalize PDS
Contain Unemployment, Decent job for all
Implement Labour Laws
Universal social security for all
Minimum wages not less than Rs.18000pm for
all
Pension of Rs.3000pm for all
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Office Bearers Elected

Secretaries
K. Jaya Prakash
Suma Sekhar (F)
J S Uppal
Naresh Kumar
N. Kiran
Tarun Bharadwaj
Jiten Nandi
Pranaya Kumar Nayak
C/Sector
To be Filled in

President K O Habeeb
Working President Swadesh Devroye
General Secretary Prasanta N Chowdhury
Treasurer S S Subrammanian

Vice Presidents
Kanchan Mukherjee
J S Rathore
Karjwinder Singh
Bela Patra (F)
D Suribabu
Dhanalakshmi (F)
Subhash Lamba
B. Pradeep
V. S. Ajith Kumar
Nayan Jyoti Chakravarty
Rajendran

B Jayshree
Dipak Roy Chowdhury
Jiban Aich
M.S Muhawa
D S Hooda
Harbhajan Singh
M G Suresh Kumar
Arindam Chatterjee
Gananath Das
Tilak Kanungo
Somnath Bhattacharya
Anirban Mukherjee
R. Guruvel
V. Elango
K. Arulsevan
V. V. Vijayan
L.R. Sreekumar
K. Ajayakumar
Kuldip Singh Khanna

Ratan Singh Mejari
Ajay Vashist
Ramesh Chand
Bisambhar Singh

Subrata Ganguly
Samir Bain
Achinta Das
Sukumaran .O.A
Gopal Datt Joshi
Harmohan Talukdar
Dipak Saha
Raj Kumar Singh Panwar
Sandip Kumar Biswas
P.M. Vartak
MD. Maqbool Ganai
K. Arasu
SK Samtulla

D P Sahu
NTPC Korba
S N Banerjee
SK Mostak Ali
Yashpal
Sans Tabraj Alam
K. Eswar Rao
V Kumarachary
Ch. Naga Brahmachari
M Balakasi
Raghwinder Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Sunil Asatkar
Sattaya Babu
K.K Tripathi
To be filled in from
PGCIL HQ
NTPC KORBA
LANCO, APMU

Working Committee Members Elected

EEFI Constitution stipulated Working Committee should have representation at
least one from each affliated unions. Those who did not nominated their member

should send the name for cooption
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The centenary of the Great October Revolution is being
celebrated by the working class all over the world during
the last one year. The 15th conference of CITU decided to
observe the centenary of the Great October Revolution
by focusing on the ideological development of its cadres.
Many classes, conventions, meetings, seminars etc. have
been conducted all over the country by the state
committees and affiliated unions of CITU as per this
decision. In addition many other organisations of different
sectors of the working class – of insurance, bank, telecom,
state and central government departments, etc. have
organised various programmes to commemorate the
occasion. The Left parties too observed the centenary all
over the country.

The World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU)
representing 92 million workers in 126 countries in all the
continents has observed the centenary through various
programmes across the world. The WFTU leadership will
be participating in the concluding event being organised
by the Communist Party of Russian Federation in
Moscow.

The Great October Revolution was an event that took
place in Russia a hundred years ago. It led to the
establishment of socialism in an industrially backward
country like Russia. What is its significance that despite
the reverses and setbacks to socialism in Russia as well
as in the east European countries, the working class
across the world continues to be inspired by it?

The October Revolution was an event that literally
‘shook the world’, as the American socialist and journalist
John Reed wrote in his eye witness account, ‘Ten Days
that Shook the World’. It sounded the death knell of
imperialism. The workers, peasants and other sections
of toiling people tore apart the old exploitative structure
of capitalism and erected the framework for a new
exploitation free society, a socialist society. It showed
the future path for the development of humanity. It was a
shining example of ‘concrete analysis of concrete
conditions’ and masterly application of Marxist principles

Working class and the Great October Revolution
K Hemalata

to change society, by the Bolshevik party, the party of
the working class.

What the Revolution has achieved was unprecedented
and unimaginable at that time. It was a wonder. Even the
so called ‘welfare states’ in Europe after the Second World
War could not equal the rights and benefits achieved by
the working class – land distribution, workers’ control over
factories, the right to recall elected representatives, free
education and health for all, free nurseries, communal
kitchens and laundries to liberate women from the back
breaking domestic work. The comment of the Czech
communist Fuchs ‘All our tomorrows had become today’
aptly describes the dramatic changes achieved by the
revolutionaries.

The impact of the October Revolution on the national
liberation movements across the world, the role of Soviet
Union in defeating Nazi Germany in the Second World
War, the immense sacrifices made the Soviet people in
saving the world from the clutches of Hitler’s fascism are
well known. Socialist Russia extended unconditional help
and support in developing the technological and industrial
base in our country through the establishment of various
public sector units, the establishment of premier
institutions for engineering education and in the
development of a self reliant economy after our
independence.

What lessons can the working class of India learn
from the experiences of the working class of Russia, which
led a successful revolution that changed the world?

The conditions of the working class and their trade
unions in Russia before the Revolution were not better
than that of the working class in our country today. They
were far worse. Though the labour movement in Russia
began with the development of capitalism in the country
and the first strike was held sometime between 1870 and
1880, it was not until 1905 that unions were organised.
Trade unions soon expanded their influence. But
repression on the unions and police persecution increased
since 1907. The union committee members faced constant
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threat of arrest by the police. The police confiscated their
funds and registers. The leaders including the presidents
and secretaries of the unions were deported to Siberia.
Czarism made it impossible for the unions to conduct
their day to day activities and organise struggles on even
the economic demands of the workers. Matters became
worse with the declaration of war in 1914. War was used
to further suppress the trade unions .The extent of
repression can be understood from the fact that while
around 200,000 workers were organised in trade unions
in 1905, on the eve of the Revolution in 1917 there were
only three unions with a total membership of 1500.

But despite this rudimentary state of the trade unions,
the working class and other sections of toiling masses
carried on their economic struggles with great tenacity.
The working class gained its class consciousness through
such struggles under conditions of severe czarist
repression.

The war devastated the country. Conditions of the
workers worsened. Food became scarce. Soldiers were
forced to fight in the freezing cold without proper clothes
or equipment. Discontent was growing among all these
sections.

It was in such conditions that the women workers of
Petrograd observed International Women’s Day, for the
first time on a working day on 23rd February 1917 (8th

March as per the new calendar), by striking work. The
women workers of the textile factory came out and
marched on the streets calling out the workers of different
factories on the way to join them. Hundreds of thousands
of workers, men and women, joined the procession
demanding bread and end to war. They demanded an end
to monarchy. The military arrested hundreds of their
leaders. Over hundred people were killed on the day.
Unhappy with the terror let loose on the people large
section of the army joined the revolutionaries. This
February Revolution forced Czar Nicholas II to abdicate.

The overthrow of czarism unleashed the creative and
organising initiatives of the working masses. The workers
organised into the Soviets of Workers’ Deputies. These
were councils of workers. In fact the first Soviet was
established in Ivanovna - Voznesensk during a strike of
textile workers in 1905, as a strike committee. Later it
developed into an elected body of the town’s workers.
This was followed by the establishment of Soviets of

Workers’ Deputies in around 50 towns but these were
crushed soon. The leaders were arrested and imprisoned.
Soviets of Workers’ Deputies and Soviets of Soldiers
Deputies, who were from the peasant families and
represented the peasants were formed and became active
after the February Revolution. 1090 delegates representing
more than 400 different Soviets participated in the first
congress of the Soviets held in June 1917. By the time
of the October Revolution there were over 900 Soviets.
Majority of these including those in Petrograd and Moscow
were controlled by the Bolsheviks. The Soviets of Workers’
Deputies were instruments of political struggle for the
working class of Russia.

The Bolsheviks did not have majority among the
Soviets from the beginning. They were in a minority till
July 1917. But the tactics adopted by them under the
leadership of Lenin helped them capture majority of the
Soviets by October.

Lenin emphasised the need to win over majority of
the Soviets by clearing the illusions that they had on the
provincial government, by exposing the government
through patient, systematic and persistent explanation.
He stressed on the need to teach them the necessity of
transferring the entire state power to the Soviets. This
was an important task set before the Bolsheviks. He also
laid lot of emphasis on organisation. He said ‘To achieve
such a victory (victory over capitalists), to have the
workers and poor peasants take power, keep that power
and make proper use of it, you will need organisation,
organisation and organisation... Don’t put your trust in
words. Don’t be misled by promises. Don’t overestimate
your strength. Organise at every factory, in every regiment
and every company, in every residential block. Work at
your organising every day, every hour; do that work
yourselves, for this is something you cannot entrust to
anybody else. Work to steadily, soundly and indestructibly
build up full confidence in the advanced workers, on the
part of the masses... Such is the one guarantee of
success’.

Lenin taught the working class about the importance
of forging unity with the peasantry. Addressing the All
Russian Trade Union conference he urged the workers to
take the initiative to organise the agricultural workers and
win over the majority of people to their side. ‘The first
commandment of any trade union movement is not to
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rely on the State but to rely on the strength of one’s own
class. The transfer of power to the revolutionary,
oppressed class is the only way out of the present crisis,
and the only remedy for economic dislocation and the
war’, he said.

These words of Lenin are as relevant now, when the
working class is being attacked by the capitalist class
trying to protect their profits in the wake of the systemic
crisis of capitalism, as they were around a hundred years
ago.

Today major sections of the working class in our
country are under the influence of the ideology of the ruling
classes. The ruling classes are attacking the lives,
livelihoods, working conditions and basic rights of all
sections of the toiling people – the workers, agricultural
workers, peasants, artisans etc. through the neoliberal
regime. These policies are meant to transfer public wealth
into the hands of a few big private corporations. At the
same time they are able to create illusions among the
people through their false promises and slogans though
people are slowly getting disillusioned. They are trying to
weaken and thwart united struggles of the working people
by evoking communal passions, caste feelings, and
regional sentiments.

Bringing the working class and the toiling people from
the influence of the ruling classes requires ‘patient,
systematic and persistent explanation and teaching’ as

Lenin taught us. Ten Days that Shook the World says
that during the Revolution ‘All Russia was learning to read
and reading – politics, economics, history – because the
people wanted to know... Hundreds of thousands of
pamphlets were distributed by thousands of organisations
and poured into the armies, the villages, factories, the
streets.’ People absorbed them like hot sand drinks water!
These ‘were not fables, falsified history, diluted religion,
and the cheap fiction that corrupts but social and economic
theories, philosophy, the works of Tolstoy, Gogol and
Gorky...’

Today we need to create such urge among the working
class and the toiling people to know, to understand the
truth about the link between their day to day issues and
the policies being pursued by the ruling classes, whatever
sweet and attractive slogans they mouth. At the same
time we have to make serious efforts to satisfy that urge
to know and understand the truth by exposing the politics
behind the policies through their own experiences; using
the language that they can easily understand. We have
to develop the class consciousness of the working class
to realise its historic role in ending the inhuman capitalist
exploitation and replacing with an exploitation free
socialist system. We have to prepare it to discharge this
role.

The Great October Revolution teaches us that this is
the only way to end the exploitative capitalist system.

National Energy Policy
Seeing the perils, still treading the disastrous path

B. Pradeep

NITI Aayog, the new avatar replacing the erstwhile
Planning Commission, has come up with the draft National
Energy Policy inviting comments from stakeholders. The
best part of the document is that finally there is some
realisation at the policy making level that, after more than
two decades of perilous journey with neo-liberal agenda
the country’s energy sector is in shambles. However, the
worst part of it is that it prescribes the same path for the
road to recovery!

Energy Poverty of the masses

The document has accepted in unequivocal terms that
the prestigious Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen
Vydyutheekaran Yojana (DDUGVY) of NDA government
has failed miserably in achieving its declared target of
universal electrification by 2018. While Prime Minister
Modi, in his usual rhetoric has now announced one more
gimmick by renaming it as “Saubhagya” with a meager
fund allocation of Rs 12,320 Cr against a mammoth target
of covering more than 3 crore unconnected households
before the next general election, the NITI Aayog appears
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to be more realistic. The NITI Aayog estimates that the
target of universal electrification can be achieved by 2022
only. Vast majority of Indian population is reeling under
severe energy poverty with the country’s per capita
electricity consumption still around 1000 units only, which
is only half of world average. As per estimates of NITI
Aayog, 30.4 Crore citizens of the country does not have
access to electricity today.

The challenge
The darkness surrounding the lives of our fellow citizens
even in the 21st century is a matter of immense shame
and grave concern. Universal access to modern forms of
energy, especially electricity, is fundamental to ensuring
a decent living to humankind. With the development of
science and technology, the gradual shift from various
primary forms of energy to the modern form of energy viz
electricity, in every sphere of life is visible. The draft policy
endorses this fact and showcase electricity as a clean
cooking fuel which shall replace cow dung, biomass,
kerosene and even LPG. Studies has established the
strong correlation between per capita electricity
consumption and the universally accepted indicator for
human development, the Human Development Index
(HDI). The per capita electricity consumption required to
achieve a fair HDI for a country is estimated to be about
5000 units.

India has a long way to go to achieve these levels.
The country has to enhance its annual electricity
generation to a level of about 7957 Twh (79,57,000 MUs)
with an installed capacity of around 1344 GW (13,44,000
MW) to achieve the above target of per capita
consumption. At the current pace of development it
appears that India could achieve a per capita electricity
consumption level of 5000 units by the year 2052 only.

Developing domestic energy resources

When coming to questions of energy security, the draft
policy underscores the role of Nuclear power to ensure a
secure energy future. The country has proven Natural
Uranium reserves to the tune of 61,000 Tonnes which
can sustain a generation capacity of 32,800 MW through
Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) technology.
At the same time, with fast breeder reactor (FBR)
technology the same quantum of reserves can sustain a

huge capacity of 4,22,310 MW. FBR comprises the second
stage of the 3 stage Nuclear cycle indigenously evolved
by Indian scientists. On commercial operation of the
AHWRs the abundant Thorium reserves of the country
assessed at 2,25,000 Tonnes could sustain an electricity
generation capacity of 15,55,200 MW.

Despite the huge potential, the policy targets a modest
capacity of 63,000 MW of Nuclear capacity by 2030. At
the same time, it needs to be acknowledged that the target
seeks a ten fold increase in the country’s nuclear
capacity. The document realises the failure of the much
debated Indo-US nuclear accord and is not emphasising
on the LWR route it provided for. Rather, it is pinning its
hopes in the PHWR and FBR route to enhance the nuclear
capacity of the country.

Rough estimates of hydro potential of the country is
pegged at 1,50,000 MW out of which only 39,000 MW is
tapped so far. The policy calls for reorienting hydro power
strategy for course correction. It suggests redefining
project life for hydro plants as 60 years instead of present
35 years, which can help in bringing down tariffs
significantly.

Despite the rhetoric of Modi regime on renewable
energy, the policy acknowledges the cardinal role of coal
in providing affordable electric power to Indian economy.
India has abundant resources of coal which is currently
pegged at 293 Billion Tonnes out of which 118 Billion is
proven. While the estimated reserves of coal can sustain
an installed capacity of around 14,67,000 MW, the proven
reserves can sustain a capacity of about 5,90,000 MW.
The conventional hydro carbon reserves comprising crude
oil and natural gas reserves is estimated as 2090 Billion
Cubic Meter. The proven reserve of 1330 BCM natural
gas can sustain a generation capacity of 67,000 MW.
The proven reserves comprises only a small percentage
of the probable reserves held by the country. Out of 3.17
Million Sq. Meters of sedimentary area only 19% has been
explored so far. This is the case for shale gas formations
also. As per current estimates, with majority of the
sedimentary basins still remaining unexplored, India has
a potential of 584 TCF of shale gas (in the explored basins)
out of which 96 TCF is in the recoverable category based
on current availability of technology.
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The neo-liberal policies of last two decades has
resulted in handing over of sizable portion of these
resources to profit mongering private corporates who are
holding on to the resources instead of taping the same
for productive use, on expectations of better market driven
prices in future. Unfortunately, the draft National Energy
Policy is playing to the tunes of these anti-national forces.
The draft policy advocate for market determined pricing
for coal along with allowing commercial exploitation of
coal fields by the private sector. It also advocate for
releasing data on country’s geological reserves of oil and
gas to private sector for commercial exploitation. It also
calls for separate regulators for coal and oil/gas sector,
to provide comfort to private capital. It is clear from earlier
experiences that the country will witness further increase
in electricity prices once the price of primary fuels are
left to be determined by market.

Renewable Energy – At last seeing the light
After going full blast on renewable energy for several
years, the policy is slowly awakening to the perils of
depending too much on the intermittent forms of renewable,
namely solar and wind. It also recognises the hidden costs
that the power system bears while accommodating such
intermittent sources, which is currently socialised. Thus,
the policy suggests gradual withdrawal of must run status
and starting levy of transmission costs for renewable
energy, as for any other source. It calls for including the
costs for balancing the intermittency, like different forms
of energy storage, into the prices of renewable energy. It
suggests contracting RE power along with balancing
power, considering the combined costs. The policy also
advocates for establishing renewable energy management
centers at state level. The present promotion of renewable
power on the basis of legally enforced targets for renewable
power purchase is to be done away after 2022.

On fighting climate change, the policy recognises the role
of big hydro plants and nuclear power plants which are
indisputably renewable forms of energy.

Placing market and private sector at the center of
development
The draft National Energy Policy has stated in clear terms
that in future the Central Government will only play a
complimentary role to the efforts of private sector. The

draft policy envisages that decisions of the private sector
will be driven by market forces alone. It seeks to
rejuvenate the halted reforms in power sector, which
includes the disastrous proposal of separating distribution
and supply (seperation of wires and content) as contained
in the Electricity Amendment Bill, 2014.

The draft policy relies on the market to determine
price for all forms of energy including coal, gas, renewable
energy and electricity. It wants the price of electricity to
be made uniform across all sections of consumers. The
present practice of cross subsidy will be phased out and
the burden of subsidy shall be fully transferred to the
state governments. The subsidy shall be provided to
beneficiaries through direct benefit transfer (DBT) by the
state government. The draft policy expects the market to
take care of the development of renewable energy sector
also.

Developing struggles only way to ensure energy for
all
To improve the access, availability and affordability of
Electric Power in the country, the reversal of current set
of neo-liberal policies and evolution of an energy policy
having a strong belief in our public sector institutions is
required. What is required is a National energy policy that
focus on effective taping of the domestic natural resources
including coal, oil, gas, hydro, thorium, solar, wind and
all forms of renewables through the strong public sector
institutions created by Independent India. As witnessed
in Kerala, an alternate policy relying on the strengths of
its integrated state power utility, the Kerala State
Electricity Board Ltd., which in association with the strong
local self governments could ensure universal access and
availability of affordable electric power to all households,
within less than an year of assuming office by the left
government in the state.

It is futile to expect that the ruling class led by the
corporate India will allow such a development course for
the country. On the contrary, the ruling class is looking
at more and more opportunities for exploiting the natural
resources for satisfying their greed. But every citizen in
the country has a right on these natural resources to meet
their basic necessities in an affordable manner. Thus,
the time is ripe to develop struggles to reverse the current
policy regime of neo-liberal reforms.
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To celebrate Golden Jubilee year (1967-2017) of West
Bengal State Electricity Workmen’s Union, a year long
programme of sports and cultural competition amongst
direct and indirect electricity workers was organised
throughout the state. After district level competitions, the
final of sports events was held at township play ground of
Kolaghat Tharmal Power Station and that of cultural
events at Bidyut Bhavan Auditorium, Salt Lake.

On 23rd September, 2017 the completion ceremony
of Golden Jubilee year was held at Ramendra Nath
ChowdhuryAuditorium of Bidyut Bhavan at Salt Lake,
Kolkata. The successful competitors of sports and cultural
events as week as the successful candidates of
Secondary and Higher Secondary level examination, who
secured sixty percent and above marks, were felicitated
with Books, mementos and a certificates.

A book excising brief history of fifty years struggle
under the leadership of the union was formally opened by
Comrade Tapan Sen, All India General Secretary of CITU.

The completion ceremony started with welcome
address of Com. Jiten Nandi, General Secretary of the
Union. The main speaker of the ceremony Com. Tapan
Sen congratulate the union for taking such popular

programme which is very effective to reach all section of
electricity workers and in this context, he reiterated the
decision of CITU, All India Conference, that we have to
reach those workers whom we are not able to reach till
now. He strongly criticized the Central Government for
its endeavourer to privatized Electricity Industry through
amendment of Electricity Act. He condemn the Modi
Government for its antipeople act of De-monitisation, hasty
introduction of GST and anti worker amendments of Labour
Laws. He appealed to the electricity workers for organising
movement demanding “Same wages for same kind of
Work” and also for joining the mass rally and dharna at
New Delhi on and from 9th to 11th November, 2017 at the
call of the Central Trade Unions and All India Federations.

The special Guest of the celebration, Dr. Santipada
Gon Chowdhury, Specialist in Renewable Energy Sector
in his speech mainly explained the importance and
necessity of Renewable Energy, specially Solar energy.

Sri Sujoy Sarkar, Director(HR), WBSEDCL and Sri
Hironmoy Hazra, Ex-General Manager(HR&A) of the
Company took part in the funtion to congratulate the Union
for such endeavor. The President of the union Comrade
Prasanta Nandi Chowdhury presided over the ceremony.

ACTIVITIES OF CES WORKMEN'S UNION

REPORT FROM WEST BENGAL
WBSE WORKMEN'S UNION CELEBRATES GOLDEN JUBILEE

In this period an aggressive attitude of management (with
mutual partner SKU),protest letters to management, brutal
attack, vindictive attitude towards CITU members. In this
situation we organized and fight out in favor of members.
Letters that has given to the management -

● Against operational changes of system control.
● Against operational changes of mains, commercial
clerical and MI’S. ● Against disbersion of 20 cores of
agreement. ●  Central Committee meeting held two times.
● Secretariat meeting held one time. ● Union struggle fund
created from CCM & extended to the members.
● Membership collection from members. ● Sale of
progressive literature of Sramik Andolan, voices etc.
● Cultural Programme performed at Mahajati Sadan on
12/9/17, almost all our colleagues and their family
members participated in it. ● Participated in Blood
Donation Camp on 25/8/17 organized by Kolkata dist.
C.I.T.U.

PARTICIPATION IN PROGRAMME:
● 3/8/17 - to convey our solidarity towards tea garden’s
labor. ● 8/8/17 -  to attend EEFI convention at Tal Kotra
stadium (delhi). ● 13/8/17 -  Rally to police HQ opposing
democracy violation,  ● 15/8/17 – “HUMAN CHAIN”. ●

Peace March on 1st September ●  Collection of flood
Relief Fund. ● Workers Meet of WFTU leadership at
University Institute Hall on 10/10/17.

INDUSTRY :
Rapid technological changes is going on due to the drastic
downsizing of man power, both regular and contractor.
Company has taken decision to dismantle CESC LTD.
Into FOUR (4) PARTS (Wealth and Property of CESC
LTD.) Has transferred to RPG- SANJIB GOENKA
GROUP. Profit growth is huge.
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2nd State Conference of Karnataka State Electricity
Workers Federation took place on 19th & 20th July, 2017
at Bangaluru. On 19th the open session took place with
participation of huge number of workers gathered from
different parts of the state. The mass rally focussed major
eight demands of the workers. Itemwise demands were

1) Equal pay for equal work. 2) Suitable contract workers
must be considered before all direct recruitment.  3)
Regularise  all contract workers working in the Energy
Department with priority 4) Minimum wage to all contract
workers to the tune of Rs.21000/ per month.5) Stop anti
labour policies of the government. 6) Provide PF,ESI and
issue identity card with signature of authorised official of
principal employer 7) Ensure work place safety & Provide
maximum compensation to the accident victim. 8) Provide
Bonus to all the workers. Com Prasanta N Chowdhury ,
General Secretary, EEFI Com. Ajith Kumar EEFI Working
Committee member from KSEBWA, Com. S.
Varalakshmi,  State President CITU Com.VJK Nair Vice
President CITU addressed the open session of the
Conference.

The delegate session of the conference was
addressed by Com.K.O.Habeeb President of Electricity
Employees Federation of India on 20th July. In his address
he referred to dismal power situation of the country due
to policy of the government. 30 crores of Indian citizens
don’t have access to electricity, while around 50% of
installed generating capacity kept idle. 200 delegates
representing 25000 contract workers working in the
electricity industry from 25 districts participated in the

delegate session of the conference. 25 delegates took
part in the discussion. Conference adopted the report
presented for discussion unanimously. Conference elected
Com.Sathya Babu as President,  S M Shivakumar as
General Secretary and  Com.J Suresh Babu as Treasurer
with 14 office bearers & 30 state committee members.
The conference took resolution to intensify the struggle
against wide scale exploitation of contract workers of the
electricity industry. Massive demonstration & day long
hunger strike will be organised in front of all major offices
of all DISCOMs & power corporations all over the state.

Implementation of decision of the conference
Karnataka State Electricity Workers Federation
conducted 24 hours hunger strike in front of Corporate
Office Chamundeshwary Electrical Supply Company
Mysore on 31st August, 2017 under leadership of Com.
Shivakumar Secretary KSEWF, Gulbarga Electricity
Supply comany Gulbarga and Bangalore Electricity Supply
Company under the leadeship of Com. Sathya Babu
President (KSEWF) & under the leadership of Com.
Varalakshmi President of  CITU Karnataka State. Before
going to hunger strike Federation submitted appeal to all
223 MLA of the state with 7 demands and also conducted
card campaign struggle on 9/8/2017. The struggle is land
mark in the struggle of electricity contract workers, with
broad support of EEFI.

Contract workers of Energy department at Karnataka
under the banner of Karnataka State Electricity Workers
Fedaration (KSEWF), CITU conducted 24 hour hunger
strike on 31/8/2017 at the corporate Office of

NEWS FROM KARNATAKA
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Chamundeswari Electrical power supply company
(CHESCOM). The hunger strike inaugurated by
Shivakumar S.M. General Secretary KSEWF, Vice
President Suresh presided the meeting 300 contract
workers participated in the hunger strike. Same day
hunger strike held in front of Karnataka Power
Transmission Corporation Bangalore under the leadership
of Com. Varalakshmi. 500 contract workers participated
in the strike.   Same time hunger strike held in front of
corporate office of Gulbarga Electricity Power Supply Co.
(GESCOM) under the leader ship of  Com. Sathya Babu
President of our union, nearly 400 contract workers
participated in the hunger strike. The Managing Director
of the company received the appeal from the workers.
On  4/9/2017 another 24 hour hunger strike held in front
of Corporate office of Mangalore Electricity Power Supply

Co. at Mangalore under the leadership of Shivakumar with
same demands, nearly 500 contract workers attended the
hunger strike,  on same day hunger strike held in front of
Corporate office Hubballi Electrical Power Supply Co.at
Hubballi under the leader ship of J.Sathya Babu. In total
the hunger strike was total success. Before going to
hunger strike workers wrote letter to Chief Minister, Power
Minister to full fill the demands. Appeal was given to 100
MLA Out of 223. These struggle were conducted as a
part of decisions taken by the 2nd State Electricity
conference held on 19/7/2017 and 20/7/2017 at Bangalore.
EEFI also support our struggle, from EEFI wrote letter to
State Power as well as Labor Minister. Nearly 2000
workers participated in the successful programme. The
Management was forced to convene a meeting.

Participants of  open Conference Demostration of  Electricity Workers

NCCOEEE Meeting & Southern Regional Convention at Bangaluru
on 18th November, 2017

NCCOEEE National Chapter Meeting

Meeting of NCCOEEE National Chapter we take place at
1.30 PM on 18th November, 2017
Venue :   KEB Engineers Association Building
                28, Race Course Road, A R Circle
               Bangaluru
Formal Notice has been issued to all the constituent
organisations on 20th October, 2017. All members of
NCCOEEE National Chapter are requested to attend the
meeting.

Southern Regional Convention

NCCOEEE Southern Regional Convention we take place
at 3 PM on 18th November, 2017.
Venue :  KEB Engineers Association Building Auditorium
              28, Race Course Road, A R Circle
              Bangaluru
Forefront leaders of all the NCCOEEE Constituent
Organisation of all Southern states are requested to take
part in the convention. Members of the Constituent
Organisations of Karnataka (from Bangaluru & adjacent
area) are requested to take part in the convention.
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National Demand Day observed on 25th October, 2017

8th conference of EEFI resolved to develop year long
programme on the burning issues & rights of the Electricity
workers highlighting  EQUAL WAGE FOR EQUAL WORK
,END OF CONTRACTORISATION THROUGH
ABSORPTION IN REGULAR POSTS, LAWFULL WAGE
SETTLEMENT.

Action programme initiated on 25th October, 2017 with
submission of memorandum addresed to respective heads
of power utilities with charter of demands to lowest level

establishments all over the country. Reports from all the
states are yet to arrive. West Bengal had over 120
demostrations with participation of thousands of workers
under leadership of Paschim Bangya Bidyut Shilpa
Sahayak Karmi Union & WBSE Workmen's Union. Unions
of regular & contract workers of CESC submited
memorandum. Hundreds of workers of All Haryana Power
Corporation Workers Union submitted memorandum with
massive demostration all over the state. Karnatak & J&K
Union also organised demostration in different places.
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Dear Comrades of Presidium, Com Mavrikos and
Members of WFTU Presidential Council, leaders of
TUIs and Friends,
I convey my hearty greetings to all of you on behalf of
TUI (Energy). TUI (Energy) is a sectoral organisation of
WFTU representing Trade Unions of Coal, Electricity, Oil,
Gas & all other forms of Energy. Our President and
General Secretary could not attend this important annual
consultation meeting of WFTU and its
sectoral organisations all over the world.
Hence, myself, being the Vice-President
from (India) Asia-Pacific Region, is
attending this meeting.

TUI (Energy) has completed a
decade of its existence since its newly
structured formation from its 1st Global
Congress held in Mexico. 5 years
thereafter 2nd Congress took place in
Caracas of Venezuela. I must have to
modestly confess that we have not been
able to achieve commendable progress
but a little bit co-ordinating relation in
some of the countries of most of the
continents. We planned to develop sub-
continent wise relation but we have not
been advanced to a considerable extent
in all the countries of the sub-continents
where we exist. In that sense, we have far away to go.

Since 2nd Congress in Caracas, 2012, TUI (Energy)
Office Bearers met in May 2013 in Johannesburg. Some
of the South Asian countries had scope to meet at Kolkata,
India in December, 2013. A meeting was convened at
WFTU Hqrs in February, 2015. Comrade Mavricos took
part in the meeting and gave us valued guidance to put
effort towards development of Sub-Regional coordination
among the countries concerned. Immense scope was there
in Asia, Africa and Latin America. TUI (Energy) Latin
American and Caribbean Regional Conference took place
in Caracas on 19-20 August, 2015. In fact, TUI(Energy)
could not send any formal delegation in 17th World

 WFTU-TUIs Annual Consultation Meeting
Kolkata, India 9th-10th October, 2017

Deliberation of  Prasanta N Chowdhury, Vice-President, TUI (Energy)

Congress of WFTU in Durban. Some of TUI (Energy) office
bearers took part on behalf of Trade Unions of their
respective countries. With the broad support and initiative
of WFTU central leadership 3rd Congress of TUI (Energy)
will take place at Port of Spain (Trinidad and Tobago) on
7-8 December next. We are determined to cover our lapse
gaps through this Congress.

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
the United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs (UN-DESA)
and the World Energy Council issued a
joint report named “World Energy
Assessment: Energy and the Challenge
of Sustainability”. This report of year 2000
highlighted the strong nexus between
energy and poverty and called for world
action to provide access to energy
services for all. This report quoted the
Brundland report of 1986 as under:

“Energy services are a crucial input
to the primary development challenge of
providing adequate food, shelter, clothing,
water, sanitation, medical care, schooling,
and access to information. Thus energy
is one dimension or determinant of poverty
and development, but it is vital. Energy
supports the provision of basic needs
such as cooked food, a comfortable living

temperature, lighting, the use of appliances, piped water
or sewerage, essential health care (refrigerated vaccines,
emergency and intensive care), education aids,
communication and transport. Energy also fuels
productive activities, including agriculture, commerce,
manufacture, industry and mining. Conversely, lack of
access to energy contributes to poverty and deprivation
and can contribute to economic decline.”

Apart from whatever, has been mentioned in UNDP,
all we are aware that availability of modern energy services
is most crucial for improving Human Development Index.
Access to modern energy is essential for the provision of
clean water, sanitation and healthcare and for the provision
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of reliable and efficient lighting, heating, cooking,
mechanical power, transport and telecommunications
services. But it is most shocking to note that 1.2 billion
people of the world are without access to electricity and
more than 2.7 billion people rely on the traditional use of
biomass for cooking, which is associated with the
approximately 3.5 million deaths annually from indoor air
pollution. More than 95% of those living without electricity
and modern cooking fuels are in countries in sub-Saharan
Africa and developing Asia, and they are predominantly
in rural areas (around 80% of the world total).

WFTU has achieved a lot to touch its membership
strength nearing one hundred million in 111 countries. Not
only in all these countries, energy workers are there and
class oriented trade unions are also there. It is our
limitation that we have not been able to establish
communicating relation with these class oriented
organisations of energy workers. Besides day to day
struggle in the interest of energy sector workers, one of
the forefront tasks of trade unions in energy sector is to
create class consciousness among the people on Right
to Energy. Energy workers are aware of the intricacies of
capitalist imperialist game plan to curb the rights of the
people to access Energy in various forms in total defiance
of ethics and charters of global bodies on human rights.
All over the capitalist world Energy Resources are
transferred to private monopolies in gross defiance of the
laws of the land. Curbing of right to energy of the people
is initiated from that point. Further steps are adapted to
that direction through regulatory reform. Energy security
and affordability become a bookish term.

Energy sector workers irrespective of status of
technological progress of the country / region, forms and
resources of energy are required to serve in very odd and
hazardous working condition with lack of adequate training
reasonable compensation. Safety regulation is
compromised at the cost of limbs and lives of the workers.
Job security of the workers becomes vulnerable to protect

the energy security, rather profit security of the Energy
companies. Outsourcing, contracting and sub-contracting
to multiple stages of energy sector jobs are infusing fumes
and foments among the workers. Our unions are to make
sense of it and to be prepared with the workers to hit the
iron when it is hot.

In some countries there are multiple unions of Coal,
Gas, Oil, Nuclear, Renewable and Electricity Workers
confederated in National Federation of the Energy workers.
In some other countries no such form has been conceived.
WFTU leadership should pay attention to this area.
Unless, closer consolidation is developed among different
segments of energy, we shall not be able to intensify
global thrust on energy workers struggle to wrench the
capitalist-imperialist hegemony in the whole gamut of
market driven energy business over the globe.

I like to have the privilege to quote WFTU General
Secretary, while guiding the tasks of TUIs:  “The action
of our sectoral organizations must be the vehicle
which connects the daily trade union action in the
workplace with the political struggle to overthrow the
capitalist system which raises these problems. The
positive outcome of daily struggle is harder without
being linked with the historical mission, the historical
duty of the working class. Otherwise, any
achievements that may come will be limited,
temporary and without prospect.”

We are confident, outcome of this important meeting
taking place in an important city Kolkata, major citadel of
class struggle in India, in the year of 200th birth anniversary
of comrade Karl Marx and 100th anniversary of Great
October Revolution will lead us to declare firmly with
escalated confidence, WE SHALL OVERCOME. Thank
you all for your attention.

Long live WFTU

Long live the Working Class Unity

Long live Revolution
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International class struggle requires to be intensifed to
resist the worldwide rise of extreme rightist forces. Neo-
facists, Neo-Natsis are growing in the Europian countries.
Intensified working class movements irespective of
religion, caste & identity can only compel the governments
of the countries to change the policies of exploitation.
George Mavrikos, the general secretary of WFTU stated
the above while inaugarating the annual meeting of office
bearers of WFTU alongwith the leadership of TUI on 9th
october, 2017 at Hotel - Pride Plaza, Newtown, Kolkata,
West Bengal. 67 TU leaders were present at the meeting
of WFTU & TUIS on 9th & 10th october, 2017 which
include 17 foreign deligates, leaders of 10 TUIS and office
bearerers of WFTU from India. In this meeting TU leaders
from Turkey, Brazil, Bangladesh, Egypt, France, Spain,
Sri Lanka and Greece were present.

George Mavrikos stated that he is inundated to hold
such meeting of WFTU in kolkata being a marked place
of struggle against imperialism. He further stated blue
print of working directives in the forth coming days would
be decided from this meeting of Kolkata. By this time
worldwide crisis of capitalism have increased to a great
extent and in paralal the aggression of imperialism have
also been intensified. Markin-NATO alliance are verymuch
active to continue conspiracy against Cuba, Democratic
Korea and to Weaken the left forces in Brazil,Venezuala.
So called social Democrats who are in power of
government, are following wightist policies practically.
Retrenchment culture attacks on working class in the
name of curtailment of expenditures have to be resisted
by way of intensifying class movements. George
Mavrikos emphasised upon organising the vast numbers
of toiling marses of South Asia, who are engaged in
Leather, Textile and Garments industries.

Swadesh Dev Roye, Deputy General Secretary of
WFTU stated this meeting how to combat the problems
of political refugees and economical immigrants.

Refugee problems have been given importance at
WFTU Foundation Day observation. He further stated
thorough discussion on organisational weekness, co-
ordination & enhancement of effectiveness of sector basis
TUI's should be made.

Mahadevan, one of the Deputy General Secretories
emphasised upon inclusion of more and more workmen
under WFTU from 10 nos of international TU's.

K. Hemlata, President of CITU placed welcome
address. She stated city of kolkata has the vast tradition
of antiimperialistic movement. This city has raised voices
several times in support of international TU movements,
liberation movements. So many international legends like
Fidel Kastro, Ho-chi min, General Giap, Yiaser Arafat,
Nelson Mandela, Ugo Tsavij have visited kolkata.

Kolkata is powerful outpost of communist movement
of the country. Left front government of West Bengal have
walked on alternative path for 34 years. Which is precident
in world. Land reform, Panchayet, decentralisation of
power etc are some examples which have inspired working
class worldwide. She further added, this WFTU meet of
kolkata will show new path of movement & struggle to
the working class. We are proud to hold this meeting in
kolkata. The leaders from AITUC, AICCTU, TUCC, UTUC,
AIUTUC also addressed at the occassion.

The  workers' meet took place at Kolkata University
Institute hall at 5 pm on 10th October, 2017 after the
office bearers meeting of WFTU and TUIS meeting had
been over on 10th October, 2017.

George Mavrikos and his comrades took the chair on
the dias within the claps of hundreds of workers, present
at the meet. Swadesh Dev Roye, Deputy General
Secretary of WFTU conducted the meeting. Prior to
deliberation by Mavrikose, Sri Dev Roye invited the foreign
delegates and TUI leaders to address the meeting in brief.
Accordinely TU leaders Quim Boix Lluch from Spain,
Francisco Jose Sousa e Silva from Brazil, Ali Riza
Kucukosmanoglu from Turkey, Monzur Moin from
Bangladesh, Khaled Monier Hassanin El Feki from Egypt,
Andra hemmerle from France, Janaka Adikari from Sri
Lanka, Prasanta Nandi Chowdhury from India on behalf
of TUI (Energy) & R Singeravelu from India on behalf of
TUI (Constn) addressed at the meeting. All of the speakers
briefed about the TU movements in their country, about
the movements conducted by TUI, they represent. All of
them stated about class unity, class movement and united

WFTU calls : Intensify class struggle to resist Neo-Nazis
Kanchan Mukherjee
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movement. They expressed their confidence about
alternative world is possible.

Anadi Sahu, General Secretary, CITU WB Committee
welcomed the TU leaders of WFTU & TUI'S. He detailed
that despite facistic attack continued by TMC led
government, Police administration and TMC  goons the
TU movements & mass movements of West Bengal are
on the road to protect democracy, to protect the workers
interest relating to wage, job security & social securities.
He further stated West Bengal TU movements also
remained on the road to express soliderity towards
international movements & struggles.

Mavrikos further detailed attacks on the toiling masses
of West Bengal or India are not isolated issue. Worldwide
working class are also attacked in same manner. Rise of
uttermost rightist forces are taking place world wide. Neo
Natsi, neo facist parties in the name of 'Alternative for
Doishland' in Germany, 'Golden Dawn' in Greece,
'Freedom Party' in Netherland and 'Eukip' in Bretain have
been formed. They are misguiding people by blaming
Muslims or immigrants as the causes of crisis to safeguard
endangered capitalism. Donald Trump has followed same
tacties to win the election in USA. Working class world
wide are compelled to shoulder the crisis of international
finance capital. T.U. rights and right to strike are attacked.
Wages, Pension, Social Securities are also curtailed in
the name of reducing expenditures. Simultancously Markin
Nato alliance are plundering the wealths of Libia, Iraque,
Syria by way of direct or shaddow war. So called
international TUS are silent on these incidents. WFTU is
seriously concerned under the circumstances. Inhuman
financial blockade against Cuba are still continued despite
decisions to withdraw such blockade have been taken 35
times in UNO. Aggression by Israil are still unhindered
against Independent, Soverign country of Palestine,
though UNO has taken resolution by 72 times against
such aggression. The organisations like UNO, ILO, FAO
are just like handless Jagannath (A deity at Puri, Odisha)
relating to the vehimen attacks of Neo liberal policies
and imperialism.

Mavrikos stated it is very significant and fundamental
question what would be the role of international working
class movement to come at this situation? The revisionist
'Yellow Trade Unionists' advocate that they are searching
for 'human face' within this situation for more modernisation
of capitalism. It has been revealed after one decade of
'2008' economic depression that capitalism are more

barbarous, inhuman in question of exploitation. The class
movements only can effectively combat the extreme
rightists and neo facists. He stated we have two important
weapons in our hands. First is internationalism and
second is class unity. The progressives, Democratic
forces and the people to a great extent are to be included
in the resistance by way of strengthening class unity.
The TU workers have to reach to the grass roots with the
slogan "Undevided struggle against undevided enemy".
He further stated he is hopeful that great stay in
demonstration programme in New Delhi on 9-10-11th
November, 2017 at the call of central TU's will be a
milestone in the working class movements of India.

Tapan Sen, General Secretary of CITU expressed
his thanks to Mavrikos and he also detailed about the
worldwide attacks on working class and toiling masses
quoting from the spceches of Mavrikos. He detailed and
cited many examples of increase of attacks exploitations
in the three years of Modi regime by way of curtailment
of wages, social securities, Pension.

The business of Joy (son of Amit Shaw) has been
enhanced by 16000 times, the wealths of Ambani, Adani
have been increased by 25 times whereas the incomes
of the toiling masses have decreased. Modi government
is trying to devide the working class in the name of
religion, to break the working class unity. The
authoratarian forces are rising their heads within the
structure of democracy. United working class movements,
class oriented movements are the only path to resist the
attacks under new tactics adopted by the facist forces.
The frontline work of Trade Unions are to organise the
workers on their immediate demands. The workers to be
organised not only on the demands of wage, Pension,
Social Securities, development of class conciousness is
the must for the end of capitalistic exploitation. 18 crores
of workers took part in the general strike on 2nd
September, 2016 but most of the 18 crores of worker
voted in the election to form government who are
responsible to follow the policies against which workers
took part in strike. Such massive attacks cannot be
combated unless class oriented movement can be
organised in factory gates, in working places. Tapan Sen
emphasised upon organising class oriented movements,
United TU movements in India.

Swadesh Dev Roye thanked all the speakers and the
audience for their cooperation.
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The WFTU – TUIs meeting concluded with the unanimous adoption of the
“Kolkata Conclusion”

ASIA, INDIA, TUI

The 2-days WFTU – TUIs meeting concluded with grate
successful today, 10 of October 2017 in kolkata, India.
During the meeting delegates from all the sectors
discussed for the situation and conditions that the workers
face to the various sectors and how the international class
oriented trade union movement be organized for its
counter-attack in favor of the working class and the cover
of the interests of the workers.

The WFTU – TUIs meeting concluded with the
unanimous adoption of the “Kolkata Conclusion”:

KOLKATA (INDIA) CONCLUSION
This WFTU – TUI annual consultation meeting is being
held around one year after
the 17th World Trade
Union Congress in
Durban, South Africa and
around five months after
the meeting of the
Presidential Council of
WFTU in Havana, Cuba. It
is being held in a situation
when the systemic
capitalist crisis is
deepening and the
capitalist class continues
its attempt to protect and
increase their profits by
shifting the burdens of the crisis on to the working class
and other sections of the toiling people. All the hard won
rights and benefits of the working class are under attack.

This onslaught has to be fought nationally and
internationally. TUIs have a big responsibility in leading
this fight. They have to develop and strengthen sectoral
and coordinated movements in their respective sectors
throughout the world under the guidance and with the
support of the WFTU.

The ideology of the WFTU, the understanding of the
17th Congress of the WFTU about the world situation and
the role of the class oriented trade unions have to be
taken to the grass root level workers in our respective
sectors.

TUIs are major bodies of class oriented trade union
movement. They have the fundamental responsibility of
defending the rights of the workers in their respective
sectors including the trade union rights, of linking the
workplace with the WFTU.

The basic principle of functioning enunciated by
WFTU, of ‘open and democratic functioning’ should be
duly reflected in the functioning of all our TUIs. Hence,
whatever shortcomings in the functioning of the TUIs exist
today have to be overcome with a sense of urgency.

To ensure this, we have to take up the following tasks:

• All TUIs to meet regularly, discuss the developments
in their industries, the conditions of the workers in their
industries and their struggles in various countries at the

global level. Mechanism
for regular sharing of
information among all
affiliated unions across
the globe to be evolved
and effectively
implemented.

• Support the
struggles of workers in
their industries across
the world, plan solidarity
actions and implement
them; inform WFTU
Secretariat about these

struggles for broader support and solidarity

• Plan activities that would help ideological
development of the working class in their respective
sectors

• Review implementation of decisions and progress
in all meetings and formulate activities accordingly

• Strengthen coordination among the various affiliated
unions of the TUIs and between the TUIs and the WFTU
to develop effective global resistance to the global
onslaught of the capitalists

• The 150th year of publication of ‘Das Capital’ to be
observed to spread awareness about the inherent
exploitative nature of the capitalist system and raise the
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consciousness of the workers on the need to change the
system and the role of the working class in ending
exploitation.

• TUI affiliates are to take up the day to day problems
of workers, analyse objectively from working class angle
the cause of problems and organise struggle to fulfil the
demands of the workers.

• TUIs to work for developing unity with the farmers,
students and self employed people.

• TUIs have the task of promoting international
solidarity with workers from other sectors and countries.

• TUIs must pay attention to the diabolical
developments of political refugees and economic migrants
facing inhuman atrocities internationally which is directly
linked to barbarity of imperialism and capitalist crisis.

• TUIs must act as powerful lever of struggle against
capitalist barbarism pursued by monstrous multi-national
corporations (MNCs).

• To take precise efforts to improve the functional
position of the TUIs, with specific attention to strengthen
the fund position of the TUIs in order to expand their
function and activities.

• To undertake study at regular intervals to trace down
the development in industries with facts and figures with

a view to educate the cadres and masses internationally
and send the reports to WFTU Secretariat.

• To establish co-ordination between the Regional
Offices and TUIs in each Regions, so as to help each
other and the implementation of collective programmes.

• TUIs must continuously promote the WFTU amongst
the grass root level workers and unions and bring them
into the WFTU family. This should be an important
parameter to judge the organisational success of all the
TUIs.

• TUIs must participate in the activities of the different
forums of WFTU and implement the campaign and action
programmes time to time decided by the WFTU including
observation of the Action Day on 3rd October every year

• TUIs must democratically elect leaders in their
Congress ensuring that the new cadres and leaders are
active and effective in discharging the responsibility of
the office they hold in the respective TUI.

This meeting held at Kolkata, India on 9-10 October,
2017 with representatives from Nine TUIs requests the
WFTU Secretariat to concretise the various proposals and
action programmes by the TUIs. The Secretariat of WFTU
may ensure communication to the TUIs regularly and
extend class oriented ideological and organisational
support to the TUIs.
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1. 9-11 November, 2017 Parliament
march at Delhi

2. 18 November, 2017 NCCOEEE
Meeting & Southern Regional
Convention, Bangaluru

3. Division level Demonstration with
mobilization of Workers’ on 7th

December, 2017
4. 3rd Congress of TUI (Energy) at Port

of Spain 7&8 December, 2017
5. 15th December, 2017 PR BHAWAN &

EEFI Office Inauguration
6. District/Circle level Demonstration will

be organized on 10th January, 2018
7. Public Contact (Jan Sampark) with

other mass organisation from
February 2018

   Circulation of Hand Bill/Poster,
Banner with the Demands of
Electricity workers & as well
consumers. Exposing Govt’s
obnoxious relation with Adani -
Ambani, Tata – Goenka & Private
Power Sector organization. Objects
of Electricity (Amendment) Bill, 2014

8.  Mass signature campaign in support
of our movement against National

Energy / Electricity Policy, Electricity
(Amendment) Bill, 2014 as well
opposing exploitation of Electricity
workers and transfer of Energy
Resources to profit monger private
companies.

9.  15th March, 2018
 State level Demonstration -

Memorandum Addressed to Chief
Minister of the State copy to Prime
Minister

10.1st/2nd  May, 2018 ( Sub Division/
Division/State level, as decided by the
Union)

     Memorandum to Prime Minister
11.1st June, 2018 ( Sub Division/Division/

State level, as decided by the Union)
12.15th June, 2018 Appeal to Legal

Authority
13.15th June 2018 Notice of cease work

on 1st August will be submitted by the
unions concerned.

14.National level Cease works on 1st

August 2018.
     Year Long Programme on Karl Marx

Birth Bi-centenary & October
Revolution centenary

FORTH COMING ACTIVITIES

OBSERVE ENERGY CONSERVATION DAY
ON 14TH DECEMBER






